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Abstract
With more people flying every year, new technologies are needed to reduce our impact
on the environment. One option is to reduce the energy used in flight by introducing
lighter materials such as carbon fibre reinforced polymers (CFRP). This type of material
can be used in cold to moderately high temperature regions of the aero-engine and the
current trend is to maximize its use. The current use of CFRP in aerospace is dominated
by tape-based composites (pre-pregs), which are processed in an autoclave. This offers
optimum performance but at high cost. The current research project is carried out in
response to an industrial need of cost-effective CFRP components in load carrying parts of
the engine. Composites based on dry textile reinforcements such non-crimp fabric (NCF)
offers potential cost savings over tape-based pre-preg materials, with good mechanical
properties in general. One problem with the textile composites is their relatively low
strength in longitudinal compression. This is due to the higher degree of fibre waviness
generated by the textile architecture. The aim with this research projects is to develop
failure criteria and computational methods needed for reliable and efficient design of
aero-engine components from textile composites.
When longitudinally arranged fibres in a composite are wavy, local misalignments
are generated with respect to the load axis. These induce shear stresses, critical to
compressive failure. The sensitivity to fibre misalignments is generally well known. Yet,
no systematic measurements have previously been conducted of its spatial distribution.
Existing models for strength prediction consider fibre misalignment representations as
either, a scalar value, periodic or random. Our approach is instead based on measurements
of fibre misalignment with high accuracy and high spatial resolution in a large number of
samples. Misalignment data has been used for statistically based direct assessments of
compressive strength. The misalignment data has also been used to calibrate models for
strength prediction and for numerical studies to increase understanding. The diversity
in studied fibre misalignments are not generated by artificial means, but instead reflect
upon the relevant material architecture and processing principles.
Many studies on compressive failure seek to model or understand details on kink-band
formation. We have instead maintained a clear focus on failure initiation, relevant to
aero-engine components. We have addressed the extreme sensitivity of kink-band initiation
to fibre misalignment angle that subsequently lead to compressive failure within a ply. We
conclude that kink-band initiation in practical fibre composites is a coordinated kinematic
event. It requires studies of regions with real (measured) spatial distributions of fibre
misalignment angles. These studies are preferably conducted on 2D micrographs parallel
to the kink-plane.
Keywords: Aerospace, NCF composite, Compressive failure, Fibre misalignment
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Part I

Extended Summary
1
1.1

Introduction
Background and motivation

With increasing traffic levels, the civil aircraft industry is in constant need of new
technologies to make air travel sustainable. One such technology is light materials
to reduce the energy consumption in flight. Carbon fibre reinforced polymer (CFRP)
materials have been successfully introduced to primary load-carrying parts such as the
central wing box, fuselage sections, rear fuselage, floor beams, wing ribs, etc. There
are other areas in the aircraft where components traditionally made from metals can be
replaced by composite materials, for instance parts of the engines. CFRP fan-blades were
successively introduced in a civil aircraft engine (GE90) in 1994 and the current trend is
to maximize the use of CFRP in the cold regions of the engine and explore the possibility
for use also in regions with moderately high temperatures. A hybrid, composite/metal
fan frame demonstrator by GKN Aerospace can be seen in Fig. 1.1 with outlet guide
vanes from a NCF reinforced composite material.

Figure 1.1: A hybrid composite/metal fan frame for a commercial aircraft engine that
was development by GKN Aerospace as demonstrator.
Historically, high performance composites were first used in military aircraft. This
application has been driven by performance, being relatively insensitive to cost. The most
common type of CFRP in aerospace applications is pre-impregnated tapes that consist of
unidirectional fibres for best performance. These semi-cured prepreg plies are stacked to
form the desired layup and the laminate is then cured in an autoclave. A composite of
this type has superior performance but it comes at a high cost.
The current research project is carried out in response to an industrial need of costeffective CFRP components in load carrying parts of the engine. The project was initiated
by GKN aerospace (former Volvo Aero) and links to earlier work by Edgren [1]. Edgren
1
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of a unidirectional NCF used in the current research project.

focused on engineering models for NCF composites and approached this with studies
on formation of damage in tension [2], compressive failure of impacted NCF sandwich
panels [3], analytical constitutive models [4], compressive failure [5] and failure from
combined compression and shear [6]. All studies were performed on NCF composite
laminates. Whereas Edgren considered different mechanical aspects of the NCF composite
material, the current project focus solely on the mechanical behaviour in longitudinal
compression.
The preferred route is an automated, out-of-autoclave manufacturing method using
resin transfer moulding (RTM) with a non crimp fabric (NCF) as reinforcement. RTM is
a manufacturing technique where a dry textile preform of desired layup is placed in a
closed metal tool and infused with resin under heat and pressure [7]. There are many
variants but the main difference compared to tape based composites is that the resin is
added to a dry textile preform such as the one in Fig. 1.2. Carbon fibre/Epoxy composites
reinforced with NCF offer potential cost savings over tape based prepreg materials, with
good mechanical properties, close to that of prepreg type composites. For this reason,
NCF-reinforced composites provide an interesting alternative to prepregs for the aerospace
industry. However, one limiting factor for their use in primary structures is their relatively
low strength in longitudinal compression. The aim is to use NCF composites also in
compression, but currently the utilization has been limited to tensile loaded structures.
The rear pressure bulkhead for the Airbus A380 aircraft shown in Fig. 1.3 is an example
of such structure. The bulkhead is manufactured using an NCF with resin film infusion
(RFI) processing technique [8].
Longitudinal compressive failure is governed by shear instability, where longitudinal
shear stresses are generated from misalignments of the fibres with respect to the loading
axis. An example of fibre misalignment out-of-plane from the NCF in Fig. 1.2 can be seen
in the micrograph in Fig. 1.4. Fibre misalignments associated with fibre waviness are
generated by the textile architecture and processing parameters. Thus, more pronounced
fibre waviness lead to higher shear stresses with lower strength in compression as a result.
The need to accurately consider fibre misalignments from fibre waviness in strength
assessment is highly relevant.
2

Figure 1.3: NCF composite bulkhead for the Airbus A380 civil aircraft (Photograph from
EADS).

Figure 1.4: Micrograph of an NCF composite with high fibre waviness out-of-plane. The
section is 20 mm in the longitudinal direction and 2 mm in the thickness direction. The
weft yarns coming out of the image can be seen as dark elliptical regions.

1.2

Aim and scope of work

The aim of the current research project “Compressive failure in complex NCF composite
structures” (KOMPRESS) is to develop failure criteria and computational methods
needed for reliable and efficient design of aero-engine components from textile composites.
The complex shapes require new layup strategies with a large number of ply-drops due
to aerodynamic constraints. Based on the open literature, fibre waviness was initially
identified as the main concern with respect to compressive strength. A new potential
interaction of fibre misalignments on different length scales as a consequence of ply drops,
draping and textile architecture was also identified. To reach the aims of the project we
have during the project revised the scope of work. Below, I discuss how the first project
plan has been considered.
Fibre waviness associated with ply drops was identified as important. More specifically,
potential failure initiation in wavy continuous plies that are in close proximity of discontinuous plies. The micrograph in Fig. 1.5 is from a study within KOMPRESS on the
effect of ply drops on compressive strength. In this figure, a continuous ply is artificially
given a waviness from two neighbouring ply drops. The conclusion, based on our own
study and a set of very thorough studies [9–11], is that isolated, continuous plies next
to ply drops are not prone to fail due to their ply waviness. As shown in the studies by
Wisnom and co-workers [10, 11], compressive failure initiation in these regions is prone to
initiate by delaminations. Large and steep ply drops result in a critical normal stress with
delamination as result. Even though inter-laminar failure initiation by delamination can
cause compressive collapse, we chose to limit the scope of work to intra-laminar failure by
3

fibre kinking as we identified this to be more critical. Furthermore, we discard the idea of
an interaction effect of misaligned fibres in tows and misaligned tows from ply drops.

Figure 1.5: Micrograph of a test specimen with a purposely inserted ply drop. Specimens
were manufactured by Rise Sicomp according to the “Constant-thickness ply-drop method”,
developed by ACCIS, University of Bristol [9].
We have studied the interaction of fibre misalignments on different length scales as a
consequence of the textile architecture. In paper E, we give new insight to how misaligned
fibre regions (defects) with different characteristics initiate failure. One such characteristic
is their size that ranges from approximately 0.2 mm to 2 mm. Thus, we have studied
regions with one order of magnitude difference in length. More importantly, we present a
new defect severity concept to determine the critical region of fibre misalignment within
a region of fibre waviness.
We have studied the interaction of fibre misalignments on different length scales
as a consequence of the draping. When plies are draped on a double curved surface,
large regions of entire plies may be misaligned with respect to a nominal (or preferred)
orientation. As a consequence, local fibre misalignments on the micro-meso scale due
to fibre waviness may have a uniform misalignment superimposed from the meso-macro
scale. In Paper D, we therefore study the problem with unidirectional laminates that
were produced with off-axis angles between 0-20◦ .
A reliable design methodology has to be statistically based. We have approached this
with a large number samples in our studies, where we relate fibre waviness misalignment
data to compressive properties. In fact, the study in Paper B is based on the largest
characterisation of fibre waviness to date. Our philosophy has been to study authentic
fibre waviness, generated by the NCF architecture and the RTM process parameters.
We have avoided notched specimens to trigger failure and instead used normal-size test
specimens, tested according to well established standards.
CFRP Laminates are in general multidirectional, with unidirectional plies stacked
in different orientations. We have studied longitudinal compression on a ply-level with
unidirectional laminates. Thus, we have studied the main load carrying plies (0◦ ) of a
multidirectional laminate ex-situ. Thereby, we have not considered any potential effects
of different layup configurations.
Research has been conducted in the current project beyond the scope of longitudinal
compression and thus not included in this thesis. In the first paper [12], a set of failure
criteria for transverse failure in non-crimp fabric-reinforced composites is presented. The
proposed failure criteria are physically based and take into account the orthotropic
character of non-crimp fabric composites addressing the observed lack of transverse
4

isotropy. Also, a finite element model has been developed for strength predictions in
the transverse plane of the NCF reinforced composites. This contribution has been
described in more detail by a separate paper [13]. In that paper, a micro-meso-mechanical,
finite element approach is used to complement scarce experimental data with numerical
predictions. This research is relevant for KOMPRESS, considering the studied NCF
material.

2

Longitudinal compression failure of unidirectional fibre composites

A vast amount of studies exist on failure and strength modelling of fibre composites in
compression. Some 10,000 publications since the mid 1990’s has been mentioned [14]. The
extensive amount of studies on compressive behaviour are driven by a number of factors.
Firstly, the compressive strength is typically 60 % of that in tension and is therefore critical
in strength assessments. Secondly, the unstable behaviour during compression failure is
difficult to observe, where the sequence of events are closely spaced in time. Post-mortem
studies are also difficult to conduct due to the explosive nature of the compressive collapse.
Moreover, compressive strength is difficult to model due to its extreme sensitivity on fibre
misalignment angles.

2.1

Failure mechanisms

A fibre reinforced polymer is based on two constituents and failure can be initiated either,
within a fibre, somewhere in the matrix or at the interface. The failure mechanisms
are however complex due to the heterogeneity on both the micro- and meso-scales.
Longitudinal tensile failure is example of a “pure” fibre failure mode, where the fibre
tensile strength governs the strength of the composite. But most failure modes are
initiated and controlled by the matrix material. In this section, I will discuss the relevant
failure modes and mechanisms associated with compressive failure with focus on fibre
kinking of CFRP at the micro-meso scales.
There are three uniquely different failure mechanisms in compression: i) fibre shear
failure, ii) fibre kinking and iii) splitting, and these are a function of the fibre misalignment
angle shown in Fig. 2.1. The most common failure mechanism relevant for the largest
span of misalignment angles is fibre kinking.
At the largest length scale (macro/component/specimen), failure is stochastic and
dependent on the specific order and modes by which failure occurs on the micro-meso
scales. In Fig. 2.2, we can see two examples of quasi-isotropic NCF specimens tested by
GKN aerospace. Failure is complex with many of the plies nested into each other.
Argon (1972) [15] was the first to consider a fibre misalignment angle in a model of
compressive strength of fibre composites. Wisnom (1990) [16] continued on the effect
of fibre misalignment due to fibre waviness (fibre curvature) on compressive strength.
The first theoretical work by Wisnom was followed by a numerical study [17], where he
5

Figure 2.1: Local fibre misalignment angle θ in a region of fibre waviness.

Figure 2.2: Examples of compressive failure at the macro level. Both quasi-isotropic test
samples come from the same batch.

showed that the shear instability leading to failure is controlled by the maximum fibre
misalignment angle in a region of waviness.
For very small misalignment angles (< 2◦ ) and when the lateral support is high, a fibre
can potentially fail in shear as shown in Fig. 2.3. This is referred to as fibre shear failure
or fibre crushing. Gutkin et al. [18] performed in-situ observation with a scanning electron
microscope (SEM) on unidirectional specimens with notches. It was observed that fibre
shear failure occurred in proximity of the notch. This failure mechanism was promoted
by very straight fibres and the lack of shear stresses at the notch. Also, Gutkin et al. [19]
showed with FE models that an initial fibre misalignment angle less than 2◦ caused fibre
shear failure. Fibre shear failure reflects upon the theoretical maximum compressive
strength of a fibre composite. It was frequently encountered in the first generation polymer
composite systems with large fibre diameters but is uncommon in today’s composites
with fibres of smaller diameter. As the fibre misalignment angle approach zero, i.e. as the
fibre becomes perfectly straight, the strength of the composite increases exponentially.
Instability also increases and the stored elastic strain, which is released upon fracture
is large with explosive damage to the composite as a consequence. The sensitivity on
compressive strength to misalignment angle is very high. Wisnom (1993) showed with
an FE model that an increase from 0.75◦ misalignment to 3◦ misalignment reduced the
maximum compressive stress from 1949 MPa to 940 MPa [17]. From the experimental
study in Paper B, we show that an increase from 4.5◦ to 8.0◦ of maximum misalignment
angle results in a reduction of the compressive strength from 750 MPa to 400 MPa.
6

Figure 2.3: Shear failure of a carbon fibre. SEM image by Greenhalgh [20].

For very large misalignment angles or large in-plane shear, splitting occurs between
the fibre and matrix as depicted in Fig. 2.4 [21]. Large misalignments of the fibres result
in large shear stresses, which cause splitting along the fibres instead of shear instability.
Gutkin et al. [19] showed with an FE model that there was no noticeable difference on the
failure envelope in the transition between fibre kinking and longitudinal splitting. Jelf &
Fleck[21] noted for tubes loaded in combined axial compression and torsion that splitting
only occurred for the case of pure torsion. Sun [22] states that the transition in terms of
off-axis angle (uniform misalignment angle) is 15◦ for a prepreg system. The transition
between fibre kinking and splitting is also dependent on the architecture of the material
system. For NCF systems, it has been experimentally observed that fibre kinking can
occur at higher off-axis angles than for prepregs. Edgren et al. [6] and the tests in Paper
D showed evidence of fibre kinking up to 20◦ off-axis angle. In another study by Edgren
et al. [3] on impacted NCF face sheets, kinking was observed even in 45◦ plies. Shipsa
et al. [23] tested biaxial NCF specimens at several off-axis angles. They observed fibre
kinking at 30◦ off-axis angle but at 45◦ no evidence of fibre kinking was found. Instead
splitting was observed at the interface of fibre bundles. Thus, the threshold between fibre
kinking and splitting was between 30-45◦ .
The dominant failure mechanism in longitudinal compression for polymer based
composites like carbon-fibre/epoxy is fibre kinking, referring to the shape of the failed
fibres. It is also referred to as elastic or plastic micro-buckling. The kinking phenomenon
is governed by the matrix inability to support the fibres and is largely affected by the
shear yield limit of the matrix and the initial fibre misalignment angle. A kinking failure
is depicted in Fig. 2.5 from the one of the tested specimens in Paper B alongside an
schematic illustration with its key parameters in Fig. 2.5. The initial fibre misalignment
angle is here denoted φ0 with the additional fibre misalignment angle from loading φ.
The kink-band angle is denoted β and the kink-band width w.
Kink-bands may appear at different length-scales, especially in NCF composites. A
mesoscopic kink-band can be seen in Fig. 2.5, where the kink-band extends through the
laminate with a thickness of 2 mm. An example of a microscopic kink-band can be seen
7

Figure 2.4: SEM image that shows splitting along a fibre [21].

Figure 2.5: Micrograph of a kink-band with typical definitions of the associated geometric
parameters. The micrograph is from the experimental study in Paper B, which shows a
partially developed kink-band out-of-plane in a laminate with 2 mm thickness.

in Fig. 2.6, where a fibre tow with a thickness of 200 µm have kinked out-of-plane from
one of the specimens also tested in Paper B.
It is a good approach to model fibre kinking on a 2D plane (kink-plane), as done in
Paper A-E. A microscopy approach, which is also 2D, is however difficult to apply in
studies of specimens tested in compression such as those in Fig. 2.2. SEM is a powerful
tool for investigations of failure and the sequence of events. Tsampas et al. [24] used
SEM in a dedicated fractographic study on compression failure. One type of fracture
morphology typical of fibre kinking is fibre terraces as shown in Fig. 2.7(a) or clusters of
broken fibres as in Fig. 2.7(b). Fibre terraces are generated from fibres in a kink-band
that are fractured with equal lengths. Another fractographic evidence of fibre kinking
is the cross-section fracture morphology on individual fibres as in Fig. 2.8. The failure
mechanism of fibres that fail in a kink-band formation is from bending, where they first
fail on the tension side. As seen in Fig. 2.8, a compression face and a tension face can be
8
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Figure 2.6: A micrograph from the experimental study in Paper C, which shows a kink-band
out-of-plane for a fibre tow. A resin rich region can be seen above this kinked fibre tow.

identified. The orientation of the neutral axis may be used to deduct the orientation of
the kink-band, i.e. the kink-plane orientation.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.7: SEM evidence of fibre kinking: (a) Fibre terrace of broken fibres in a kink-band.
SEM image by David Carlstedt (Paper B), (b) Clusters of broken fibres from a kink-band.
SEM image by Spyros Tsampas.
Advanced fractography and numerical models have in recent years contributed with
more detailed knowledge of the fibre kinking mechanism and its sequence of events.
Pimenta et al. [25] employed these methods to study the different stages of fibre kinking
for a T800/924 carbon-epoxy UD prepreg. It can be seen in Fig. 2.9 that three different
domains are identified and four material related changes take place: (1) The matrix
deforms linearly in the elastic domain until onset of matrix yielding. The load is increased
a small amount and the peak load is reached, (2) The softening domain contains a point
where the matrix is fully yielded and micro-cracks start to form in the matrix, see the
work by Gutkin et al. [18], (3) Shear-bands form on the compressive side of the fibres,
9

Figure 2.8: Failed fibres due to kinking (x2.5k) [20].
which then fail in the fibre failure domain due to bending or shear depending on the
additional fibre angle φ, see Fig. 2.8. An FE model was used in Paper E to study the
sequence of events close to peak load. The study clearly shows the strong dependence of
failure on spatial distribution of fibre misalignment angles. This has not been previously
studied.

Figure 2.9: Load-displacement curve showing the sequence of events for kinking [25].
Previously unpublished results from the study in Paper D are presented in Fig. 2.10.
These are tomographic reconstructions (CT-data) with planes aligned with the kink-band
for (a) a 0◦ laminate and (b) a 15◦ off-axis specimen. Note that the fibres within the
kink-band are in focus whereas the fibres beyond the kink-band are not, which is a
consequence of the planes being aligned with the kink-plane. The images from CT-scans
in Fig. 2.10 are obtained from tested specimens in compression, which means that peak
10

load has been reached for these specimens (the test rig was displacement controlled
with load monitoring such that the experiment is stopped when a sudden load drop is
identified). Here, after peak load, we show that the the fibre failure domain is the current
domain since fracture is ongoing. Interestingly, in (b) we can see that propagation of the
kink-band takes place in three regions simultaneously, separated by weft yarns of the
NCF. These results confirm the the sequence of events described above by Pimenta et
al. [25].

Figure 2.10: Slices from tomographic reconstructions aligned with the kink-planes of tested
specimens with (a) 0◦ off-axis angle and (b) 15◦ off-axis angle .
The formation of damage in the matrix material reduces stiffness of the matrix material
in conjunction with plastic deformations, subsequently removing the supporting foundation
to the fibres in compression. From a recent study, evidence of micro-cracks and splitting
has been shown in kink-bands under development with high resolution CT [26]. This is
an important contribution to the understanding of compression failure, which supports
the findings of Gutkin et al. [18].
NCF composites behave differently to tape based composites since the meso-scale
architecture is different. The fibre tows experience the same failure mechanisms internally
as a UD prepreg laminate since they are transversely isotropic. Disparity appears at
the tow level where homogenized tows can be viewed as large fibres that interacts with
other large fibres, i.e. tows. There are resin rich regions between the tows which have a
meso-scale size and thus are very large compared to the size of a single fibre. One example
can be seen in Fig. 2.11 from the study by Edgren et al. [3], where the crack is propagating
in the laminate transverse direction of a 45◦ ply. In addition, kink-bands are formed in
the fibre tows. These form in plies with significantly higher off-axis orientation angles
than for prepreg composites, even in 45◦ plies as shown in Fig. 2.11. In such cases the
“kinking crack” extends normal to the compressive load, whereas the individual kink-bands
form normal to the fibre tow orientation forming a saw tooth pattern. This behaviour is
beneficial from a fracture toughness point of view but would not occur in a UD prepreg.
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The heterogeneity on a meso scale also results in an increased damage tolerance of the
composite. It should be noted that the studied NCF composite material in this thesis
does not have a clear bundle structure as in the commented study by Edgren et al. [3]
and Fig. 2.11.

Figure 2.11: Fibre kinking failure of a sandwich, NCF facesheet from [3] loaded in the
zero direction.
Fibre kinking is a mechanism. When the misaligned fibres are stochastically distributed
as for fibre waviness, the wavy fibres will appear in clusters of different sizes. Within
each cluster, there would be coordination among the fibres to generate kink-bands when
longitudinal compression is imposed. Thus, the first, i.e. most critical, cluster to initiate
a kink-band leading to failure is not obvious beforehand and the determination of this
cluster is studied in Paper E.
Fundamentally, fibre misalignments originate either from a uniform distribution or a
wavy (curved) distribution. The wavy distribution may have different degrees of periodicity
or being close to random. Consider two composites with the same misalignment angle θ
in Fig. 2.12, (a) has a uniform distribution representing either a local material point or
an off-axis case and (b) has a wavy distribution typically found for fibres in processed
composites. Case (a) and (b) will not have the same strength in compression. The critical
case depends on the magnitude of θ and the orientation of the kink-plane in the composite
material. As we show in Paper D, a uniform in-plane misalignment has a little effect
on the compressive strength for values of θ below approximately 13◦ . The transition
from out-of-plane to in-plane kinking depends on a number of factors further explained in
Paper D.
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Figure 2.12: Fibre misalignments fundamentally come from either (a) a uniform distribution or (b) fibre waviness (exemplified as periodic but is stochastic in composites).

2.2

Failure models

Modelling of compressive strength is a large field and this section shall not be viewed as a
literature review that covers all aspects. As discussed in the previous section, compressive
failure is governed by the fibre misalignment angle. Therefore, it is a variable included in
most models that aim at prediction of compressive strength. The fibre misalignment in
models for strength prediction is the focus of this section.
The pioneering work by Rosen in 1965 treated compressive failure of a fibre composite
as an elastic microbuckling phenomenon [27]. He established Eq. (2.1) to predict the
compressive strength, where Gm is the matrix shear modulus, Vf and Ef are the fibre
volume fraction and modulus respectively, d is the fibre diameter and λ is the buckling
wavelength. The compressive strength is equal to the shear modulus of the lamina for
large λ but as it decreases the second term adds strength in the form of bending resistance.
An experiment was conducted by Jelf and Fleck in 1992 to prove the concept of elastic
micro-buckling by compressing spaghetti embedded in a silicon matrix [28]. Different
lengths were tested and the results agreed well with Eq. (2.1).
Gm
π 2 Ef
+
σc =
1 − Vf
3

 2
d
Vf
λ

(2.1)

The compressive strength of polymer based composites is however overestimated several
times with Eq. 2.1. The reason is the fibre kinking cannot be viewed as an elastic buckling
phenomenon. In 1972, Argon identified Rosen’s model as an upper bound applicable to
ideal composites where the fibres are perfectly parallel with the compression axis (zero
fibre misalignment) [15]. But very importantly, he reasoned that, in reality the fibres will
never be perfectly aligned with the compression axis. Argon introduced the initial fibre
misalignment and by that the first fibre kinking criterion for compressive strength
σc =

k
.
φ0

(2.2)

Argon considered a region of fibre misalignment, like the close-up in Fig. 2.1. In
such a region, the applied compressive stress σ produces a shear component of τ = σφ0
(assuming small angles). When this shear stress σ becomes equal to the shear strength k,
the result is a local instability and shear collapse as
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The Argon formula assumes a kink band inclination angle β of 0◦ , which is rigidperfectly plastic. Furthermore, Argon realised that fibre kinking is independent of the
fibre volume fraction as long it is not too low. The work in Paper B is an experimental
validation of Argon’s criterion and again proves Argon right as he developed the criterion
in 1972.
Wisnom [16](1990) was also concerned with the extreme sensitivity of compressive
strength on fibre misalignment angle. The theoretical model was specifically developed
to study the sensitivity to misalignment angle and was not intended to directly predict
compressive strength. It was shown that a fibre misalignment of only 0.25◦ was sufficient
to reduce the compressive strength from 2720 MPa to 1850 MPa, which at 3◦ was reduced
to 700 MPa. Interestingly, Wisnom states “Misalignments can easily arise during testing,
cutting out specimens and laying up laminates, and may also exist within the prepreg
tapes. This casts serious doubt on the possibility of measuring a true ultimate compressive
strength of a unidirectional composite consisting of strong fibres in a flexible matrix”. In
contrast to this statement from pioneering research of composites, the current trend is
to deal with material defects such as misalignment angles to obtain lower costs of the
composites, but yet reliable strength predictions. Wisnom later followed up the important
work on misalignment angle with numerical FE modelling in 1993 [17].
Several extensions of the Argon criterion has been developed that are more complex
but it is debatable whether these has provided improvements in prediction. The most
immediate was by Budiansky [29] in 1983 to account for an elastic-perfectly plastic
composite. The yield strain γy in Eq. (2.3) is introduced to predict the compressive
strength, still for β equal to zero
σc =

τy
,
γy + φ0

(2.3)

which was later modified by Budiansky and Fleck [30] in 1993 for the progression of a
kink-band formation with a non-zero β angle.
In order to predict the strength of practical composites in industry, linear models
are needed such that many load cases can be evaluated with a large number of finite
elements in FE models. Most “engineering models” are too simplistic to describe the
complexity of fibre reinforced composites and their strength due to different failure modes.
The LaRC failure criteria has the potential to predict the onset of failure in complex
problems at the homogenized ply level. The LaRC criterion is based on the failure criterion
proposed by Puck [31] for matrix failure and was the first to use Mohr-Coulomb theory
for brittle materials. The criterion was later adopted in the LaRC failure criteria [32],
which is a set of physically based criteria for fibre failure (FF) and inter fibre failure
(IFF). It was originally developed by NASA1 in the USA and Imperial College London
in the UK. Physically based models may come from micro-mechanical derivations or
phenomenological investigations. They are meant to describe the mechanisms involved
with failure to give accurate predictions of strength. Their definition is typically separated
for matrix (IFF) and fibre (FF) failure. These criteria have to be used in a model, which
couples the interaction between matrix and fibre to achieve any practical use. Various
constitutive models may be used such as elastic or elasto-plastic behaviour for the matrix.
1 National

Aeronautics and Space Administration
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It is based on Puck’s criterion for matrix failure and fibre kinking and the maximum
stress criterion for fibre failure. The LaRC criteria has undergone minor modifications
and are currently at version 5 [33]. Below, LaRC is explained for matrix failure in the
transverse plane to show the similarities to the kinking criterion, which are both matrix
driven.
Matrix cracking without fibre kinking will occur mainly for loading in the transverse
2-3-plane. This type of failure is predicted with Eq. 2.4 in LaRC05, where failure occurs
for a value greater than one.
s

2 
2 
2
hσN i+
τT
τL
F IM =
+
+
.
(2.4)
STis − ηT σN
SLis − ηL σN
YTis
A compressive failure from load in the 2-direction is shown in Fig. 2.13(a). The first
two terms, basically compare the shear stresses in Fig. 2.13(d) to the measured strengths
in the corresponding planes. The last term with a Macauley bracket is only acting when
the normal stress to the fracture plane is positive, where it compares this stress to the
allowed transverse tensile stress YT . The strength values have a superscript “is”, meaning
the in-situ strength in a specific laminate configuration. The strength is increased when
compressive normal stresses on the fracture plane σN are multiplied with the frictional
constants η. The physical motivation is that a compressive stress closes micro cracks in
the brittle matrix and generate frictional forces. This concept was recently developed
further by Pinho & Gutkin [34] and used in Paper E for high fidelity modelling. The
fracture plane is found in a numerical implementation by trying a number of tentative
angles α in Fig. 2.13(c) between 0-180◦ , where the calculation with the highest failure
index determines both the angle of the fracture plane and the strength
Fibre kinking is governed by the behaviour of the matrix. Thus, fibre kinking can be
predicted using Eq. 2.5, which is a similar expression to Eq. 2.4
s

2 
2  m 2
hσN i+
τTm
τLm
F IK =
+
+
.
(2.5)
is
m
is
m
ST − ηT σN
SL − ηL σN
YTis

The main difference is that the applied stress has a superscript m, which indicates a
transformation to a misaligned coordinate system. Firstly, a potential kink-plane is found,
illustrated in Fig. 2.14. The kink-plane orientation is denoted ψ and was studied in Paper
D. The misaligned reference frame used to predict failure by kinking then rotates with the
angle φ0 + φ in Fig. 2.5 on the kink-plane. Thus, it considers both the initial misalignment
angle φ0 and the additional angle φ from loading. Note that the first term in Eq. 2.5 will
be negligible in the case of longitudinal compressive loading since shear stresses in the
transverse plane τT will be small. Fibre kinking has a transition to splitting for large
φ0 . The LaRC criteria states that fibre kinking occurs if σ11 < −Xc /2 and splitting if
−Xc /2 < σ11 < 0. As the same equation is used both for fibre kinking and splitting,
this statement is only an indication of the failure mode. As, discussed in Section 2.1,
the transition between fibre kinking and splitting is diffuse and it is therefore difficult to
define an exact threshold.
There are some different approaches to describe fibre misalignments in models. The
most straightforward and simple way to describe a fibre misalignment is by a scalar value.
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Figure 2.13: Puck’s failure criteria essentials from [35]. a) Transverse compression failure
for a CFRP composite. b) Fracture plane for a 3D state. c) Definition of stresses acting
on the fracture plane. d) Geometrical representation of the Mohr-Coulomb criterion.

The first fibre kinking criterion by Argon [15] was defined by a single value of maximum
fibre misalignment in a region of waviness. Similarly, many authors have developed
theoretical models describing the misalignment as a scalar value, for example [16, 28–30,
36]. A scalar value is the most straightforward implementation of misalignment within
a ply modelled by FEM [31, 32]. A uniform misalignment field has also been used in
FE models to develop advanced material models for crash simulations of composites [37,
38]. It is important to consider for such models if the misalignment represents a small
material volume or a meso-macroscopic representation of uniform misalignment.
The majority of models considers an analytical representation of the local fibre waviness.
It is a simple and efficient approach that can be used for many purposes. It is based on the
fact that fibre waviness in its most ideal shape is sinusoidal as in Fig. 2.12(b). For instance,
Waas did theoretical validation work based on Rosen’s model in 1990 with a sine shaped
misalignment [39]. Edgren et al. used similar sine functions to analytically describe
the knock-down on stiffness [4]. More recent contributions to strength modelling with
analytical sine representations can be found in [40–42]. Analytical representations of fibre
waviness in conjunction with FE modelling is a powerful tool for strength modelling and
understanding the phenomenon. Pioneering work was done with FEM by Wisnom [43–45]
to understand the phenomenon of waviness. Joffe et al. [46] and Drapier & Wisnom [47]
FE modelled local regions of waviness caused by the NCF architecture. Even more
detailed analyses can be performed with FEM by discrete modelling of individual fibres
and matrix in conjunction with periodic boundary conditions [25, 48]. Pioneering work
was done by Shu & Fleck in 1997 [49], where misaligned regions were considered as defects
similarly to our work in Paper B and E.
As Slaughter & Fleck (1997) [50] very correctly states: “In engineering composites,
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Figure 2.14: Figure from Paper D. Schematic illustration of the kink-plane orientation
angle ψ.

fibre misalignment is stochastic rather than sinusoidal in nature”. They attempted to
model a random spatial variation of the fibre misalignment. They lacked measured data
and instead assumed a simple shape for the spectral density of fibre slopes to generate
ensembles of fibre waviness. Liu et al. [51] continued the work of Slaughter & Fleck [50] on
the random misalignment description but also incorporated a development of the defect
analysis performed earlier by Shu & Fleck [49]. The work we perform in Paper E is inspired
by the work from Liu et al. [51], in particular their consideration of misaligned regions as
elliptically shaped defects. Yushanov and Bogdanovich used stochastic theory to model
the stiffness with a description of the fibres mean path and the standard deviation of the
local tangent as a random variable [52]. Sutcliffe [53] was first to explore intricate details of
the effects of random fibre misalignment on strength with FEM. Sutcliffe emphasised the
importance of characterising and modelling fibre waviness in large structures. In a recent
study, Safdar et al. [54] uses a similar approach but with Monte Carlo FE simulations to
predict the strength response from generated random fibre misalignments.
Fibre misalignments for continuous fibre composites are stochastic but not random
and I suggest that the random approach must be questioned in terms of its physicality.
As we show in Paper B, distributions that appear to be random, in fact have a periodicity.
We analysed the “random” waviness with Fourier analysis directly on the misalignment
data and concluded that the wavelength was related to the weft yearns of the NCF.
The stochastic distribution of misalignment angles is dependent on factors such as fibre
architecture and processing. I believe that the most immediate research field for the
advancement of compressive failure modelling is to measure and incorporate the spatial
fibre misalignment variations for manufactured composites. Sutcliffe et al. [55] initiated
this type of studies in 2012 with the characterisation of an industrial component with a
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size of 5 × 5 mm. The measured fibre misalignment data from that study was then used
in an FE model describing the waviness [56]. Convincing results were obtained such as
a failure initiation site that agreed with the critical defect. The postulated sensitivity
on strength to transverse defect extension postulated in that paper was experimentally
confirmed in Paper B.

3

Strength assessment of aero-engine components

Further work is required to transfer the knowledge from this thesis to an industrial
implementation for strength assessment of aero-engine components. This section discusses
possibilities and challenges associated with such implementation. Theoretically, the
methods described in Paper A, B, D and E can be used to directly assess the compressive
strength of a component. The basic steps for a direct assessment are outlined below.
Initially, the material shear strength has to be measured since compressive failure
by fibre kinking is governed by the longitudinal shear strengths of the material. The
longitudinal shear strengths are determined on a coupon level, both in-plane and out-ofplane. Preferably by a modified version of the Iosipescu fixture by Melin & Neumeister [57].
Bru et al. conclude that accurate values can be obtained with this method for a UD NCF
material system [58].
Based on the work in Paper D, The orientation of the kink-plane must be established.
It depends mainly on the stress state and fibre waviness. Fractographic evidence of fibre
kinking is needed, e.g. by SEM results as in Fig. 2.7. The best approach to determine the
kink-plane orientation in a tested component is yet to be determined. If the kink-plane
orientation cannot be measured, the best assumption is that it is oriented out-of-plane of
the composite laminate.
In the next step, the HRMA method (Paper A) can be employed to measure fibre
misalignments with high resolution on micrograph sections parallel to the established
kink-planes. These section are aligned with the longitudinal direction of the component
and the applied compressive load.
One option is to predict the compressive strength as proposed in Paper B. We denote
this method as “Argon99”. The name refers to the Argon failure criterion [15] used in
conjunction with the maximum fibre misalignment angle θ99 defined as the 99:th percentile
of all measured fibre misalignments within a sample. Prediction with the Argon failure
criterion is formulated as
Xc,Argon99 =

τc
,
θ99

(3.1)

where τc is the critical shear limit on the kink-plane based on the shear strength from
coupon tests.
Alternatively, predictions of compressive strength can be based on the severity model
described in (Paper E). The severity based model predicts with higher accuracy and
sophistication. Work is ongoing to validate this method on aero-engine components and it
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is therefore difficult to state the need for model calibration. In the best case, the method
has such level of physicality that model calibration performed in Paper E is sufficient to
use the model in Eq. 3.2 directly.
Xc,severity = τc SD ,

(3.2)

where the severity index SD describes severity factors associated with regions of fibre
misalignment (defects) as
SD = D1 D2 Ds .
(3.3)

Sampling of fibre misalignment data can possibly be a part of the statistical approach
to strength assessment. The degree to which fibre misalignments are characterised will
determine the statistical confidence. Currently, variability in strength of test coupons
reflects on the variability in fibre waviness of the corresponding laminate. The outcome is
statistically based material parameters that considers this variability (a-basis and b-basis).
Similarly, sampling of fibre waviness in manufactured components could be used for
statistically based strength assessments in different regions.
The variability of processed fibre composites is complex with different types of fibre
waviness defects [59]. Non destructive test methods (NDT) to obtain fibre misalignments
is an attractive alternative. There are methods available for correct placement of preforms,
such as laser projector systems [60]. Methods to measure fibre misalignment angles from
fibre waviness are under development. Ultrasonic detection methods have the potential
to measure fibre waviness. In a study by Pain & Drinkwater [61], variations in the fibre
waviness were observed. In a recent study by Nelson & Smith [62], ultrasound was used to
determine the orientation of individual plies in a multidirectional laminate. Measurements
on the fibre level are however not currently available. Another potential NDT method
is the usage of an Eddy current measurement probe. This probe does not need to be in
contact with material and the authors of a recent study show that an accuracy of 1 ◦
on the misalignment measurement is possible to obtain [63]. No results on the spatial
resolution have been given. Numerical simulations of the processing event can also be
of interest for subsequent numerical analysis of compressive strength. For tape based
composites, process simulations can predict where in the composite different kinds of
wrinkles appear during the forming of the geometry [64]. Wrinkles may be viewed as large,
distinct regions of fibre waviness out-of-plane with a significant effect on compression
strength [65]. At this time, it does not seem possible to predict fibre orientations with high
accuracy and resolution by the above mentioned methods. Currently, X-Ray CT is the
only NDT method that can provide the necessary resolution and accuracy. With current
laboratory size systems however, the sample size for such measurement is limited to
approximately 6 mm [66]. To conclude, image processing on detailed micrographs [67–69]
is still the best option at hand for measurement of fibre misalignments in the context of
compressive strength modelling.
We have focused on unidirectional laminates and thus studied compression failure
initiation on the ply-level. In this case, first-ply failure is similar to laminate failure. For
a multidirectional laminate, where the zero-plies are assessed, first ply failure may not be
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associated with failure of the laminate. In this case, we obtain a conservative prediction
of the compressive strength. The soundness of this approach depends on the level of
conservatism, which needs further studies.
Practically, the failure initiation site in the component may be unknown. Furthermore,
it may be cumbersome to verify fibre kinking and the associated kink-plane orientation
experimentally. An FE implementation is most likely required to be successful in prediction
of compressive strength of complex aero-engine components. The work has already begun
within the KOMPRESS project to develop a layered finite element model with solid
elements shown in Fig. 3.1. A solid model will be required in complex regions such as
ply drops similarly to the work by Kawashita et al. [70]. A hybrid model with shell
elements in regions with more constant thickness can however be a good approach. Next,
the constitutive behaviour of such detailed representation has to be determined on the
ply-level. Between plies, I recommend to use cohesive elements in proximity of ply drops,
such that delamination can be predicted. In the homogenised representation of the plies,
the LaRC05 criteria for failure initiation [33] can be used. The authors of this paper
describes that: “The philosophy behind the approach is that failure models and resulting
criteria ought to include as much as possible of the physics associated with the failure
process at the micromechanical level, while still allowing for solutions to be computed
for laminae and laminates”. The criteria, which are further explained in Section 2.2 are
physically based and consider all relevant failure modes for intra-laminar failure such
as fibre tension failure, transverse failure, longitudinal compression failure and splitting.
LaRC05 is formulated in a non-linear framework, which is consistent with the non-linear
behaviour in compression on the material level of the polymer material. LaRC05 can
however be used in a linear framework if only failure initiation is considered. Linear FE
simulations are required when many load cases exist. In industrial applications, these are
based on unitary load perturbations superimposed to construct representative stress states
for all load cases. This is a very computationally efficient method and it was therefore
utilized by Molker et al. [12] in conjunction with the LaRC criteria. The method is
described in more detail in a separate paper [13]. Superposition in this study was made in
the Fortran environment and this approach is recommended for aero-engine components
subjected to a large number of load cases.

Figure 3.1: A layered solid FE model under development. Modelling by Peter Hällström
and Alann André, Rise Sicomp.
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In the LaRC criterion for longitudinal compression failure by fibre kinking, an initial
fibre misalignment angle is given. It is common to include various reductions on the
compressive strength by this parameter. Since the fibre misalignment is governing the
compressive strength, I suggest that the input parameter is exclusively used to represent the
fibre misalignment angle. On the topic of its spatial representation, I suggest a piecewise
constant spatial variation. Local descriptions of the spatial variation of the misalignment
angle as done in Paper C, D and E by the FE material orientation cannot be easily
employed. Consider instead a case where a region of fibre waviness has been characterised
with the HRMA method. Several local maxima of the misalignment angle θmax can be
transferred to the FE model as piecewise constant regions of fibre misalignment. By
this approach, a local maxima of fibre misalignment determines the strength within a
contained region and thus avoid unnecessary conservatism.

4

Novelty of appended papers

The main novelty of this thesis lies in the approach by which we consider fibre misalignments for compression failure and strength modelling. The approach is based on studies
of fibre misalignment measurements with high accuracy and high spatial resolution in a
large number of relevant and representative samples. Misalignment data has been used
for statistically based direct assessments of compressive strength. The misalignment data
has also been used to calibrate models for strength prediction and for numerical studies
to increase understanding. Our contributions are presented more in detail below.
In Paper A, a method is proposed for measurement of fibre misalignment angles on
detailed micrographs. Novelty lies mainly in the algorithm by which the misalignment
angle is obtained. As opposed to the two existing (documented) methods [67, 68],
individual fibres are traced, one by one, see Fig. 4.1. The method may thus be regarded
as direct and not approximative. For that reason, the spatial resolution is only limited by
the fibre diameter. A new type of software-generated images based on Gaussian wavelets
and with known statistics are used to evaluate the method.
In Paper B, a comprehensive test campaign on specimen level was performed to study
the effects of fibre misalignments on compressive properties. Novelty lies mainly in the
size and detail of the study. It is the largest to date on the effect of measured fibre
waviness on compressive properties. It is also the largest study to date on fibre waviness
in manufactured composites. The produced laminates contained a unique diversity of fibre
waviness. Fourier analysis is used directly on the fibre slopes to determine the spectral
density distributions. A clear correlation on the wavelength was found to the weft yarn
spacing of the NCF, both for periodic and random distributions. Good correlation was
found between the mean misalignment angle and longitudinal stiffness reduction. We
proposed to use the 99:th percentile of the fibre misalignment angles as the maximum
misalignment angle. As we can see in Fig. 4.2, a striking correlation was found between
the measured maximum fibre misalignment angle and measured compressive strength.
When used with the Argon criterion, accurate predictions was made for all types of fibre
waviness.
In Paper C, analysis of bending in compression tests was performed based on FE
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(a)

c)

(b)

Figure 4.1: Figure from Paper A. Two randomly chosen, horizontally neighbouring cells,
each 100 × 100 pixels, with (a) the original micrographs and (b) the converted micrographs
to black and white with measurements. The blue dotted lines represents traces of fibres.
The red line-segments indicate that the traced fibres fulfils the quality criteria and that a
measurement of the angle has been performed.
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Figure 4.2: Figure from Paper B. The compressive strength Xc and maximum misalignment
angle θmax for all 0◦ laminates. Note that the right y - axis is reversed with increasing
angles downwards.

modelling, virtual strain gauges, physical strain gauges and digital image correlation
(DIC) measurements. It is a novel type of study. High resolution misalignment data was
directly mapped on a finite element mesh in 2D for the first time. The effect of strain
gauge size is shown in Fig. 4.3
In Paper D, we perform a study on the orientation of the kink-plane with X-ray
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Figure 4.3: Figure from Paper C. Bending defined according to ASTM standards D3410
and D6641 [71, 72] is plotted as a function of virtual strain-gauge length. The bending
value is presented as the average from all possible placement combinations of the virtual
strain gauges with the associated standard deviation.

computed tomography (CT) of specimens with partially developed kink-bands. A kinkplane from CT is shown in Fig. 4.4(a). In this study details on the kink-plane orientation
as function of stress state is revealed, see Fig. 4.4(b). The significance of this work is that
for the first time results are reported that provide an explanation of the transition between
in-plane and out-of-plane kinking. This makes it an important and unique contribution.
High resolution misalignment data was directly mapped on a finite element mesh in
3D. These misalignment angles were a combination of misalignments from out-of-plane
waviness, in-plane waviness and uniform off-axis angles. This resulted in a total of 237,620
unique fibre misalignment angles. Experimental results support the physicality of the
LaRC05 kinking failure criterion [33] with respect to identification of the kink-plane
orientation.
In paper E, a new defect severity concept is proposed that opens up new possibilities
for accurate predictions of compressive strength in fibre composites. It was inspired by
the work by Liu et al. [51] but analyses the criticality of the manufacturing induced
defects (misaligned regions) considering physical (not simulated) data. An example is
shown in Fig. 4.5 of individual predicted compressive strengths σdc for different defects.
The defect characteristics in the figure are normalized area A, extension ratio through the
thickness Γ and mean misalignment angle θ̄d . The defect severity analysis has provided
further understanding of compressive failure in unidirectional fibre composites. We have
demonstrated for the first time that FE modelling can be used to predict the compressive
responses of a large number of samples of measured fibre misalignment angles (87 samples).
The FE models used here revealed a diversity in the failure process between specimens,
where e.g. kink-band angle β and failure locations were found to respond to variations in
fibre waviness.
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Figure 4.4: Figures from Paper D. (a) The kink-plane in a cross section through a
tomographic reconstruction of tested specimen with 15◦ off-axis angle, (b) The kink-plane
angle ψ is a linear function of off-axis angle, i.e. in-plane shear.
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Figure 4.5: Figure from Paper E. Examples of defects assessed with the defect severity
model for (a) a sample with random fibre waviness and (b) a sample with periodic fibre
c
waviness. The bold face values represent the critical values with lowest strength (σdc = σcr
).
c
Strength values σd are reported in MPa and misalignment angles θ̄d in degrees. The cross
indicates failure initiation region based on the FE model. Strength values that are not
shown are higher than the presented ones.
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5

Summary of appended papers

Paper A: A high resolution method for characterisation of fibre misalignment
angles in composites
In this paper a novel method for characterisation of fibre waviness in composites is
presented and assessed. The proposed method referred to as “high resolution misalignment analysis” (HRMA) is suitable for measurements with high spatial resolution. The
HRMA method measures the misalignment angles by tracing individual fibres in detailed
micrographs. Here, the method is evaluated using software-generated images with known
statistics to mimic real micrographs. Results reveal that the HRMA method provide very
accurate measurements on composites with high fibre waviness, outperforming existing
methods, whereas it performs on par with existing methods for materials featuring medium
fibre waviness. The HRMA method sets a new standard by characterising a micrograph
of size 2 cm2 with a spatial resolution of 55 µm in approximately 1 minute on a standard
laptop computer.
Paper B: An experimental study of fibre waviness and its effects on compressive properties of unidirectional NCF composites
In this paper a comprehensive experimental study on effects of different fibre waviness
characteristics on the compressive properties of unidirectional non-crimp fabrics (NCF)
composites is presented. The fibre waviness ranges from periodic to random with medium
to large misalignment angles. As expected, fibre waviness is found to strongly impair
the compressive mechanical properties of the composite. It is demonstrated that the
maximum fibre misalignment alone can be used to accurately predict strength with analytical kinking criteria. Furthermore, there is a direct correlation between waviness and a
knock-down factor on stiffness with approximately 5 %/degree mean fibre misalignment
angle. Analysis of the extension of the misaligned regions (defects) provides additional
evidence that defect extension in the transverse direction is more critical than in the
longitudinal direction, supporting earlier theoretical predictions in the open literature.
Paper C: Fibre waviness induced bending in compression tests of unidirectional NCF composites
Compression testing of carbon fibre composites according to ASTM D6641/D3410 is
limited by a maximum of 10 % bending for a valid test. This allowable was exceeded in a
preceding study, where all the laminates had a large out-of-plane waviness. The aim of
this study is to quantify the contribution from the out-of-plane fibre waviness to bending.
The fibre waviness was characterized on samples with high magnitudes of bending
and the corresponding fibre misalignment angles were then mapped to a plane strain
finite element model. This model represents the geometry through the thickness and in
longitudinal direction. Virtual strain measurements and associated bending calculations
could then be performed in Matlab from the strain field on the upper and lower surfaces,
which resulted from compression loading. Virtual bending calculations have also been
performed from strain measurements with an optical system (DIC).
The numerical model confirms that the out-of-plane waviness has an effect on bending.
The magnitudes are however lower than expected, and lower than the experimental
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values. Bending was in the order of 5 % with a strain gauge of 5 mm, which constitutes
half of the allowed amount of bending. It was also confirmed that the length of the
strain gauge has a significant effect on the measured bending and on the experimental error.
Paper D: Influence of in-plane shear on kink-plane orientation in a unidirectional fibre composite
Kink-band formation is the governing failure mechanism for compressive failure of fibre
reinforced composites. Here, kink-plane orientation, describing the direction of kink-band
formation, is studied using X-ray computed tomography (CT). Unnotched unidirectional
specimens with off-axis angles ranging from 0-20◦ are tested in compression. The required
specimen width was first evaluated in a separate study [73]. The measured compressive
strength is found practically constant for off-axis angles between 0-10◦ . For an off-axis
angle of 15◦ the compressive strength drops dramatically. CT-results reveal this drop to be
consistent with a transition from out-of-plane to in-plane dominated kinking. Furthermore,
results show the kink-plane angle to be linearly dependant on off-axis angle, and hence
in-plane shear stress. A three-dimensional finite element model considering measured fibre
misalignment angles through its volume is generated for numerical analysis. Numerical
predictions based on the LaRC05 kinking criterion are found to qualitatively capture the
experimentally observed effects of off-axis angle on kink-plane orientation.
Paper E: Compressive strength assessment of fibre composites based on a
defect severity model
This paper presents a defect severity concept for characterising fibre misalignments commonly found in practical composites. Drawing an analogy with brittle fracture from
sharp defects, we show that compressive failure is governed by regions with clusters of
misaligned fibres and that failure occurs from a critical region most favourable to initiating
a kink-band. Based on a large database of measured fibre misalignments, a defect severity
model is proposed. The initiation and progression of kink-bands are also analysed using a
finite element model.

6

Concluding remarks and future work

The most influential parameter on compressive failure in UD composites is the misalignment of fibres. The effects on compressive behaviour have concerned researchers for
decades. Until now, there has been no database of fibre misalignments measurements nor
systematic studies of measured fibre misalignments on compressive strength.
We have studied fibre misalignments in unidirectional NCF composites with high
spatial resolution and accuracy. The studies are based on a large number of unnotched test
specimens with typical dimensions. The diversity in studied fibre misalignments are not
generated by artificial means, but instead reflect upon the relevant material architecture
and processing principles. I conclude that the chosen approach has been fruitful. A design
approach is readily available for assessment of compressively loaded NCF composites.
Furthermore, a new research approach to study and model compressive failure in fibre
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composites is presented.
Many studies on compressive failure seek to model or understand details on kink-band
formation. We have instead maintained a clear focus on failure initiation, relevant to
aero-engine components. We have addressed the extreme sensitivity of kink-band initiation
to fibre misalignment angle that subsequently lead to compressive failure within a ply. We
conclude that kink-band initiation in practical fibre composites is a coordinated kinematic
event. It requires studies of regions with real (measured) spatial distributions of fibre
misalignment angles. These studies are preferably conducted on 2D micrographs parallel
to the kink-plane.
Work is ongoing to validate our method on recently tested outlet guide vanes (OGV).
The tested OGV:s were loaded in radial (longitudinal) compression. A photograph is
presented in Fig. 6.1 with the loading direction illustrated. Preliminary results from a
fractographic investigation shows that failure initiated by fibre kinking. Thus, it has been
shown that the fibre waviness is critical for compressive strength of this component. The
ongoing work will be reported in a separate paper, naturally following the work in Paper
B and Paper E. We have planned to evaluate both methods, referred to as the “Argon99”
model and the “defect severity” model for assessment of strength. A layered FE model of
the OGV based on solid elements is also under development. To assess future aero-engine
components, our method has to be implemented in an industrial context and this requires
further work.

Failure initiation site

Figure 6.1: Photograph of a tested CFRP OGV in compression. Photograph taken by
Thomas Bru at Rise Sicomp. The component is tested at GKN Aerospace, Trollhättan,
Sweden.
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